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Cass Clereaux is good at two things: finding treasure and killing demons. Lying low is a close third but not because she wants to be good at hiding. Cass is a FireSoul, one of the unlucky few to inherit
a piece of a dragon's soul. On the surface, the perks are sweet - she has the power to find and steal
any type of magical treasure, including the powers of other supernaturals. But it doesn't come
without a price; stealing powers requires that she kill, and others would destroy her if they discover
what she is. In a world full of magic, hiding her powers is the only way to survive. Finding magical
artifacts is the only ways to pay the bills. But it's a dangerous job when you can't use your magic.
When Aidan Merrick, the most powerful shifter in the city, hires her to find an ancient scroll, she
doesn't want to take the job. His immense amount of power reminds her of too much of murky
memories from a past she can't remember. But she has no choice. The scroll will reveal what she is.
And if anyone finds out, she's dead. Ancient Magic features kick-butt heroines, a hot hero, and
otherworldly adventure.
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Ancient Magic is a first book in the Dragon's Gift: The Huntress series by Linsay Hall.Genre:
Romance, Sci Fi & FantasyIn the world where magic is a gift well appreciated, Cass, Nix and Del
are still considered as outsiders. At least they would be if anyone knew their secret. For the last 10
years they have been keeping their true identity a especially guarded secret, for they are FireSoulsbeings with a piece of dragon's soul- the most powerful in the world of magic creatures, and those

other fear above all.While hiding who she and her sisters really are, Cass is living her life doing what
she does best: killing demons and finding treasure. Nothing gets on her way until the day she meets
Aidan Merrick, a man who has a special mission for her. Turns out he wants to find an ancient
scroll, one that lists the most powerful creatures that have and will ever exist. And who would guess,
Cass' and her sister's names are listed too.To protect her secret Cass will need not only to find the
scroll, but also prevent anybody alive from reading it.After reading the prologue of this novel, I
couldn't wait to read more, but a few pages into the first chapter and I could already feel the change.
It's as if the prologue and the rest of the novel were written by two different persons.The plot is
predictable. All the way through this novel we follow Cass and Aidan chasing the scroll. On their
way they confront various enemies, but always with a same result: they overcome the obstacle
(which is always in a form of some kind of a magical creature- is there really nothing else that could
put them in danger?) and keep moving. The problem here is that nothing is making them deviate
from their course, change tactics or look for a different solution.
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